
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE COMPARISON OF FRANCHISE AND

FANTASY DISNEY FILMS

Franchise vs. Fantasy I grew up watching all of the Disney films; they were all a huge part of my life, and still are! I
remember sitting on the couch, nuzzled.

Instead, she was slowly integrated via Disney Princess marketing such as books, social media posts and
toylines following the release of her film, before being added to the franchise's official website as an official
member in  Also, the apes Tarzan lived with weren't gorillas, but a fictional species of ape or hominid?
Rapunzel's parents in Tangled. The character has either been born royal, married royal, or has performed an
act of heroism. Merchandising[ edit ] Disney had originally planned to add Giselle to the Disney Princess
line-up, as was shown at a Toy Fair where the Giselle doll was featured with packaging declaring her with
Disney Princess status, but decided against it when they realized they would have to pay for lifelong rights to
Amy Adams ' image. Here, he is a selfish anti-heroic thief, but becomes less selfish after spending time with
Rapunzel and steps up to true blue heroism. To do that, they don a few disguises. Baymax is a gentle and
naive acrofatic healthcare robot who was built by Hiro's Canon Foreigner brother, Tadashi. Set pieces were
made to move back and forth in addition to having a computer-controlled lighting setup and a repeatable head
on the camera that were all synchronized. As well their goals focused more on adventure and freedom than
love, and these girls were more fighters for their dreams than the first three. She has honed her skill in archery
and is one of the most skilled archers ever seen. Even the characters more humanized behaviour in the
direct-to-video midquel is just detached enough from any specific human culture to remain rooted outside of
any specific time or place. He also shot some live-action footage of Amy Adams as Giselle for the animators
to use as reference, which also allowed the physical movement of the character to match in both worlds. But
both times he chooses to help out some new rebel friends instead -- in "Star Wars" by helping Luke blow up
the Death Star and then joining the fight, and in "Solo" by giving up his score to Enfys Nest. But at some point
they were gonna have to make a real effort if they wanted that gargantuan success to continue with yearly
releases. This makes his comments toward Ralph during his sole scene all the more poignant. Though we don't
really know enough about Chernobog to say whether he was or wasn't evil, it's certain he wasn't a giant
Satanic figure who called up the spirits of the damned. Created by Disney Consumer Products chairman Andy
Mooney in the late s, the franchise spotlights a line-up of fictional female heroines who have appeared in
various Disney animated feature films. Created by screenwriter Dan Fogelman , Rapunzel was originally
animated by Glen Keane and is voiced by recording artist and actress Mandy Moore. Advertisement: For
notable Disney staff, go here. And anyone who knows their Greek myth knows that Zeus is a self-righteous,
womanizing jerk and rapist. For proof of that just look at the maligned prequels, each of which earned an A-
when they were released. The latest ones - Tiana, Rapunzel, Merida, and Moana - are in the modern era;
Tiana, an original character, is much more a realist than the others, she does not want magic to make a dream
come true but with only hard work, whereas Rapunzel is much more like the idealistic ones than Tiana.


